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Abstract— With the development of robot-assisted surgical
system, more and more techniques and approaches have been
applied in micro-surgery such as ophthalmologic surgery and
cardiovascular surgery. However, surgeons’ tremor in the
tele-operation determines whether the surgery works. This paper
focuses the vibration suppression of the isometric tremor, which
is induced by the muscular tension after long-time operation, and
proposes a method with recognition algorithm based on the
supporting vector machine and moving-mean filter to identify
and suppress the isometric tremor signal. The output of the filter,
which is the targeted controlling signal, is transferred into the
slave side to realize the accurate motion of the slave device
without the influence of the surgeon’s tremor. The cross
validation indicates the accuracy of the proposed recognition
algorithm and the comparison between the output of the
pre-suppression and post-suppression convince the suppressing
ability of the proposed method.
Index Terms - Vascular interventional surgical robot (VISR),
tremor suppression algorithm, isometric tremor, support vector
machine (SVM)

I. INTRODUCTION

From the 20th century to recent years, the robotic
technology has been wide spread into many fields. In 1985,
the medical robot was firstly introduced into surgical
operation. And the robot was applied in the intervention
orthopedic surgery. However, domestic techniques in
surgical robot are far behind that of the foreign countries.
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Institute of Technology, Beijing University of Aeronautics
and Astronautics and so on independently developed the
medical robots with the application in orthopedic surgery,
laparoscopic surgery, intervention surgery and so on fields
[1]-[2].
These years, minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is the
up-to-date trend in surgical techniques, which takes minor
trauma and less postoperative complications. However, this
technique is restricted to the limited field of view and
limited operating area so that the operation needs high
precision. Hence, it requires high precision and operating
flexibility to ensure the safety of the operation, especially in
ophthalmologic operation and ear surgery. Moreover,
surgeons experience the physiological hand tremor after
long operating time in microsurgery, which results in
operation error, lower accuracy of the operation and higher
surgical risk [3]-[6].
The team in MIT designed a low-pass filter to supress
the tremor vibration signals according to its operative
robotic system’s manipulation [7]. Although this approach
effectively suppress the vibration signal, there are some
limits for its requirement of clear threshold to differ the
tremor signal and the normal signal. Groups from the
Carnegie Mellon University, the John Hopkins University
and the Nanyang Technological University developed an
intelligent hand-held microsurgery instrument, which
consists of sensing module, filtering module and operating
module [8]-[12]. The filtering module adopts Weighted
Fourier Linear Combiner (WFLC) to generate a signal with
the same frequency and same amplitude but the opposite
phase in order to eliminate the tremor signal [10]. And this
technique has been applied into actual eye surgery [13].
Group in the University of Arkansas proposed a method
based on 3-order AR model to establish a real-time
predicting model [14]. Although it owns high resolution in
frequency and can identify the signal more conveniently, it,
whose principle simplify the mathematical description of
the hand tremor, can’t precisely describe the deep
characteristic of the tremor signal. For bilateral
master-slave control surgical robots, operational safety of
the whole system seems the most essential and such
protection would affect the successful rate inevitably[15][16].
The approaches in researches mentioned above can be
summarized as low-pass filter or band-pass filter, which
can be easily realized. But there are still some shortcomings
and problems to be solved as follows.

1) it can’t suppress the tremor signal contrapuntally,
which would result in distortion of the operating signal.
2) low-pass filter and band-pass filter algorithms result
in time delay.
This paper focuses on the recognition and the
suppression of the targeted tremor signal effectively. And
then, we will describe the platform of our research,
principle of the recognition algorithm, the experiments and
the results and the conclusions.
II. THERERY AND APPROACHES
A. The Basic Platform
The algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the

platform of minimally invasive surgical robotic system,
which was developed by Shuxiang Guo’s Group[17]-[18].
This master-slave cardiovascular robotic system consists of
three sections: the master side for manipulation, the slave
device for guidewire promotion and the central controlling
panel (shown in Fig. 1).

This system can operate the forward and backward
motion, rotation of the guidewire manipulation through the
master-slave remote-operation, which indicates the
stability of the master-slave following performance
[19]-[24]. Here in this research, we focus on the
master-side device and the algorithm for controlling
command transmission. The master side is based on the
instrument with 6 DOFs force feedback (Geomagic®
TouchTMX, 3D Systems, Inc., USA). Its manipulator has
six freedom of motion and the displacement can be
accurately measured to transfer to the central controlling
processor, which use programs to manipulate the slave
device. In the surgical robotic system, the virtual haptic
feedback is applied to realize the force feedback from the
slave instruments[25-28]. Meanwhile, the master side
adopts two force feedback interference devices in order to
accomplish the cooperation of catheter and guidewire
manipulation[29]. The slave-side device was developed by
our team to realize the motion of forward, backward and
rotation. Meanwhile, the slave manipulator can clamp and
relax the guidewire in order to imitate the surgeons’
operation of catheter[30]. The master and slave devices are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.3. The slave side was designed for
clamping or pushing catheter and guide wire. Meanwhile,
We employ the Geomagic TouchX as the master part of the
robot system. The Geomagic TouchX has 6 Dofs, but only
2 Dofs are enough for guide wire operation, so we choose
the X axis as the linear motion axis and the Y axis as the
rotation motion axis.
B. The Principle of Tremor Identification Based on SVM

Focusing on the isometric tremor, the proposed
approach in this paper is based on the recognition algorithm
with the theory of supporting vector machine. As shown in
Fig. 4, the signals sampled with the 50ms interval should be
identified. If it is recognized as normal signal, it won’t be
operated. Otherwise, the signal would be transferred into
the filter to suppress the vibration signal.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the cardiovascular intervention surgical
robotic system. (the surgeon operates the master manipulator on the master
side, while the slave instrument replicates the motion of the master side)
The Encoder for Linear Motion Testing

Guide wire clamper

Linear Motion Slave Part
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Y Axis: Rotation
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Figure 3. The master-side device. (the force feedback instrument is called
the Geomagic TouchX, USA)

Figure 2. The slave-side instrument.
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C. The SVM Design for Signal Identification of Tremor
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Figure 4. The flow chart of tremor signal recognition algorithm. (the flow
chart is designed for isometric tremor recognition and filtering)

The supporting vector machine was developed in the
middle of the 1990s, which is a machine learning method
based on the statistical learning theory [31]. The essence of
the theory is a classification algorithm that improves the
generalization ability of the classifier by searching for the
minimization of the structural risk. Also, the SVM can
achieve hidden statistical law of the data with less training
samples. Generally, the SVM is a second classification
model and its classification strategy is to maximize the
distance between the classification hyperplane and the two
types of samples and to converse it into solving the convex
quadratic programming problem. The recognition
algorithm applied in this paper belongs to the linear SVM,
which can be divided into three stage during the solving
process. For linear SVM, the aim is to search for a
classification hyperplane wx+b=0 in the feature space to
separate samples with the largest interval. One of the
classified part is called the positive samples and the other is
called the negative samples. For the classification
hyperplane, w means the normal vector of the hyperplane
and the b refers to the intercept.
The learning process of the algorithm is similar to the
iterative method to solve the w and b. According to the
algorithm, the sample point xi is defined as (1)


yi  y i(wx i  b )
The yi represents the interval distance between the
sample point and the classification hyperplane, which
determines the confident coefficient of the sample
classification. However, the unique classification
hyperplane can’t be obtained and the concept of the
geometric interval should be introduced into the algorithm.
We also define the interval distance of the
multi-dimensional sample points as (2)

 i  yi(

w
b
xi 
)
w
w



And then, the minimum of γ is the targeted distance
between the sample point and the classification hyperplane.
With multiple iterations of the w and the b, the
maximization of theγis solved to result in the optimal
classification hyperplane.
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In order to precisely identify the tremor signal and the
normal signal, we should focus on the difference between
the tremor motion and the normal operation, which can
effectively describe the characteristics of the tremor
vibration. For each period of displacement signal,
characteristics extracted from the operation signals can be
divided into two types: one is the characteristics of the
sequence and the other is called Markov characteristics.
To appropriately separate the tremor signal and the
normal signal, the statistical sequence characteristics can
interpret the differences between the normal one and the
tremor signal instead of sampling data of single moment.
As the force feedback interference instrument records
displacement in each dimension, the signal of velocity can
be accessible by differing the signal of displacement. And
with second order difference, the signal of acceleration can
be obtained. After procession of the signals of velocity and
the acceleration, more complex statistical characteristics of
the motion can be solved. For continuous signal in each
time window, we extracted the following features: the
mean value of the velocity as (3), the variance of the
velocity as (4), the mean of the acceleration as (5), the
variance of the velocity as (6), the maximum of the velocity
as (7) and the maximum of the velocity as (8).
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Despite the statistical characteristics, the operation
motion has temporal sequence correlation during
manipulation. This kind of relationship has the essence of
Markov and can be interpreted with Markov characteristics.
We regard the motion signal of the operation as the
first-order Markov process, which means to treat the
50ms-long period of signal sampled from the whole motion
signal as a first-order Markov sequence. The detailed
design of the extracted features is as follows: the mean
value of the velocity in former period of time window as (9),
the variance of the velocity in former period of time
window as (10), the mean of the acceleration in former
period of time window as (11), the variance of the velocity
in former period of time window as (12), the maximum of
the velocity as (13) and the maximum of the velocity as
(14).
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After the identification of the tremor signal resulted
from the master side of the MIS robotic system, the
disturbing signal should be filtered and the target signal
transferred to the catheter promoting structure in the slave
side. The filtering approach of this design is the moving
average filter. And it calculated the arithmetic mean value
of the values sampled from the past to the current to receive
the result of filtering, as in (16) .
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With the method of offline training SVM, the
classification hyperplane was obtained to construct the
classification decision function for recognizing the
isometric tremor signal. The offline training SVM was then

(14)

D. The Filter Design for Tremor Signal

y(t ) 

A. The SVM Training and Validation

(13)

From the above extraction of the characteristics, 14
characteristics can be captured for each dimension and a
characteristic space can be established with 42dimensions.
However, the characteristics obtained from the signal of the
operator’s promotion can’t be applied directly to the
recognition algorithm and need to be normalized. The
normalization, which enables features of all dimension own
the same scale of [0,1] of [-1,1], can avoid the influence of
the features with big value to classification decision
regardless of other features. In this paper, we adopt the
linear converting function, as equation (15), to normalize
the scale into [0,1].

y 

To achieve the motion data from the system, 10 volunteers
participate in our research and manipulate the master device to
accomplish linear motion, which is about 100 mm long, of
pushing catheter into the blood vessel for 5 times after half an
hour basketball match. The experiment set is shown as Fig. 5.
Then, the samples are obtained by the central controller. The
SVM based recognition and moving average filter are
conducted offline for isometric tremor suppression.

(16)

0

T0 represents the filtering window length of the time, is
the original signal and is the output of the filter. With this
filtering design which is also suitable for high-frequency
vibration, the periodic disturbance is well suppressed and
the smoothness of the output is better. For these two
benefits the moving–mean filter is selective to solve the
tremor vibration.
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Figure 5. The experimental sets for data sampling.

performed on the Statistic Toolbox of MATLAB R2014b.
Hence, the training SVM was combined into the main
program of the robot-assisted surgical system to realize the
online recognition.
After being extracted from the sampled motion signal
data of volunteers’ operation in the master side, the feature
vectors were normalized into 1990 sample points which
include 1144 negative samples, which represent the normal
stationary signal, and 546 positive samples, which were
resulted from the muscular tension and should be
recognized. Among the 1990 points, 80% were used as the
training set to enter the SVM system together with their
labels in order to achieve the structure of the SVM system
and the other 20% were left as test set for cross validating
the accuracy of the SVM system.
With the cross validation of the test set, the overall
classification accuracy (=the number of the correctly
identified samples/the number of samples in the test set) of
the recognition algorithm is 92.71%, the recall ratio (=the
number of the correctly identified positive samples/the
number of the positive samples in the test set) is 90.91%
and the precision ratio (=the number of the correctly
identified positive samples/the number of identified
positive samples) is 87.72%.

B. The Results of Isometric Tremor Suppression and Analysis

In order to obtain the data of operative movement, 10
volunteers carried on the experiment after half an hour
exercise and then grasp the catheter manipulator to conduct
100mm-long linear motion for 5 times each. After that, the
volunteers are required to hold the master device at a point
for 1 minute and the movement records were gained from
the system for analysis. In this case, the linear motion of the
voluntary data is adopted for filtering test. As the
volunteers’ motion signal were recorded, the data
processing, which focuses on the signal before and after the
filtering, is conducted and demonstrated in three directions.
The original moving data is shown in Fig. 6. From this
figure, the tremor signal can be seen obviously in the
second subplot. As aforementioned, the isometric tremor
consists of postural tremor and kinetic tremor, which can be
observed from the figure. Such picture contains three
dimensions of moving signals respectively.

the motion tremor. In comparison of both Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,
the recognized signal matches the tremor signal in the
original motion record. Certainly, the tremor recognition
algorithm can’t identify all the tremors completely and the
error between the original signal and the recognized signal
would be a little lower than our expectation. Hence, the
recognition algorithm proved to be effective for classifying
isometric tremor, which reaches our goal.
The results of the comparison of the processed signals
are shown in Fig. 8. From the Fig. 8, the red curve
represents the original signal of promoting, the blue curve
means the filtered signal. This figure demonstrates that the
filtering algorithm can precisely identify the tremor signals
and smoothly filter the vibration signals, which preserve
the information of the normal operation at most.
Meanwhile, the filtering approach fits the SVM based
recognition algorithm so accurate that the error between the
recognized tremor signal and the filtered motion signal is
nearly close to zero. Therefore, the recognition and
filtering algorithm proposed in this paper would better
accomplish our research aim.

Figure 6. The original motion signal.

Figure 8. The comparison of the filtered signal and the original motion
signal. (the blue line infers the original motion signal while the red one
implies the filtered motion signal)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7. The identification and filtering result. (the blue line represents the
original signal while the red one means the recognized tremor signal)

The result of above part, which describes the SVM
recognition, is shown in Fig. 7 and the figure implies that
the classification algorithm can recognize almost 60% of
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In this paper, a recognition algorithm based on SVM
was proposed to identify the isometric tremor vibration
which does harm to the manipulation of the master-slave
MIS robotic system, and a moving average filter was
designed for tremor suppressing. Through the design of
extracting the characteristics of the motion signal, the
algorithm distinguishes the normal motion signal and the
tremor signal and then filters the disturbance signal to
ensure the efficiency of the signal transmission.
Experiments and cross validation, in which the accuracy
rate comes up to 60%, indicate that this recognition can
accurately identify the tremor signal and the filter designed
for the isometric tremor actually suppresses the vibration

signal. However, there are some shortcomings and troubles
unsolved. For hand tremor in cardiovascular intervention
surgical robots, isometric tremor can’t represent all the
tremor signal and other kind of tremor components are
mixed in the motion signal which should be recognized
with other approaches. Meanwhile, the SVM based
algorithm is conducted offline which should be applied as
part of the whole surgical robotic system. In order to guard
the safety of the robotic system, our future work would
focuses on the online program of tremor recognition and
filtering, together with the suppression algorithm for
physiological tremor signal.
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